PRELIMINARY DRAWING NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION

EXTEND CURB AND LANDSCAPING
INSTALL 22' GATE AND SIGNAL
INSTALL BI-DIRECTIONAL QUIET ZONE INDICATOR
20' INSTALL 18' GATE AND LIGHTS
CONSTRUCT CURB
INSTALL 19' GATE AND SIGNAL
6'x6' SIGNAL BUNGALOW
INSTALL BI-DIRECTIONAL QUIET ZONE INDICATOR

LEGEND
• PROPOSED WAYSIDE HORN
• PROPOSED GUARDRAIL
• EXIST. TRAFFIC SIG.
• EXIST. SIG. & GATE
• EXIST. CANT. SIG.
• EXIST. RR SWITCH
• PROPOSED SIG. & GATE
• PROP. SIG. BUNGALOW

FAIRHAVEN QUIET ZONE
HARRIS AVENUE
(4-QUADRANT GATES)

DOT #084798U
DATE: 08/14/07
BELLINGHAM QUIET ZONE STUDY

FIG. H1
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FAIRHAVEN QUIET ZONE
ALASKAN FERRY (6TH ST.)
(4-QUADRANT GATES)

DATE: 08/14/07

BELLINGHAM QUIET ZONE STUDY

MP 93.45

FIG. H2
FAIRHAVEN QUIET ZONE
BAYVIEW DRIVE CROSSING
WAYSIDE HORNS

LEGEND
- QUIT ZONE WARNING SIGN
- QUIET ZONE INDICATOR
- BI-DIRECTIONAL QUIET ZONE INDICATOR
- PROP. RR CANT. SIGNAL
- PROPOSED SIG. & GATE
- PROPOSED WAYSIDE HORN
- PROPOSED GUARDRAIL
- EXIST. TRAFFIC SIG.
- EXIST. SIG. & GATE
- EXIST. CANT. SIG.
- EXIST. RR SWITCH
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BELLINGHAM QUIET ZONE STUDY
FIG. H5
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FILLSITES H5
ENGINEERING INC.

DOT #084805C
MP 94.24

6"X8" SIGNAL BUNGALOW
INSTALL BI-DIRECTIONAL WAYSIDE HORN INDICATOR & WAYSIDE HORNS

6"X8" SIGNAL BUNGALOW
INSTALL BI-DIRECTIONAL QUIET ZONE INDICATOR

INSTALL 20' GATE

INSTALL 6' XR SIGNAL BUNGALOW

FAIRHAVEN QUIET ZONE
BOULEVARD PARK PEDESTRIAN CROSSING

LEGEND
- QUIET ZONE WARNING SIGN
- QUIET ZONE INDICATOR
- BI-DIRECTIONAL QUIET ZONE INDICATOR
- PROPOSED SIG. & GATE
- EXIST. TRAFFIC SIG.
- EXIST. SIG. & GATE
- PROPOSED GUARDRAIL
- PROPOSED WAYSIDE HORN
- EXIST. CANT. SIG.
- EXIST. RR SWITCH
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FIG. H6